[Effects of Chinese medical facial mask comprehensive therapy in treating acne vulgaris].
To evaluate the clinical effectiveness and safety of Chinese medical facial mask comprehensive therapy in treating acne vulgaris. Totally 233 acne vulgaris patients (FAS set) in I -III degree were randomly assigned to the facial mask group (113 cases) and the Western medicine group (120 cases). They were respectively treated with external application of Chinese medical facial mask (twice a week) and 5% benzoyl peroxide gel (Benzine, once in the evening). The treatment lasted for four successive weeks. The integrals of lesions and the improvement of Chinese medicine syndrome integrals were observed 1 week, 2 weeks and 4 weeks after treatment respectively. The occurrence of adverse reactions was recorded. The subjects' evaluation on using the Chinese medical facial mask comprehensive therapy was also recorded. Totally 228 of the 233 patients completed the therapeutic course (7 cases of overtime, 221 cases of PPS set, 105 cases in the facial mask group and 116 cases in the Western medicine group). After 4 weeks of treatment, the lesions and the total effective rate of CM symptoms were obviously higher in the facial mask group than in the control group (46.9% vs 30.0%, 70.8% vs 55.8%, P < 0.05). The statistical results of FAS set and PPS set showed no difference. After 4 weeks of treatment, the integrals of PPS lesions and the CM syndrome integrals in the facial mask group were lower than in the Western medicine group, showing statistical difference (P < or = 0.05). After 2 weeks and 4 weeks of treatment, the integrals of lesions and the CM syndrome integrals of FAS set and PPS set were all higher in the facial mask group than in the control group (P < 0.05). The occurrence of adverse reactions was 1.8% (2/113) in the facial mask group and 2.5% (3/120) in the control group without statistical difference (P > 0.05). Chinese medical facial mask comprehensive therapy is safe and effective in treating acne vulgaris of I - III degree. The occurrence of adverse reactions is very low. It is easy to operate and spread.